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Marketing 101: Tips and Tricks for Marketing Small Business 
 
Prospecting for new clients, growing your existing customer base, and expanding 
your services are imperative to building your business. As a D&H Partner 
Services benefit to you, here are some tips and tricks for marketing your 
business. 
 


1. Monitor what is being said about your business online through social 
media. You do not need to invest in expensive software to do so, just 
spend a few minutes scanning Twitter, Facebook, Yelp, etc. for any 
conversations that may be happening online about your business. If you 
find something- good or bad- it’s a great opportunity to engage with the 
client and instill confidence in them about you.  


 
2. Encourage open dialogue with your clients. Learn the specifics of what 


they are looking for from you, expecting from you, etc. This is a great 
opportunity to receive feedback on your service and also to further 
develop your relationship.  


 
3. Have a website? Make sure you are keeping content fresh. Spend some 


time updating anything that is stale and provide your clients with a reason 
to check back in the future. Need help? The D&H Partner Services team is 
here to help. Let us know what it is you need and we can work together to 
find the solution. 


 
 
Not sure what all of this D&H Partner Services chatter is about? Partner Services 
is a FREE web resource for US customers of D&H that is designed to help 
provide you with marketing support and advertising collateral through vendor 
resources & customizable templates that you can repurpose for your clients.  
 


Our Marketing 101 Tips and Tricks of the month are brought to you by: 
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Marketing 101: Tips and Tricks for Marketing Small Business 
 
Prospecting for new clients, growing your existing customer base, and expanding 
your services are imperative to building your business. As a D&H Partner 
Services benefit to you, here are some tips and tricks for marketing your 
business. 
 


1. Be sure to explain the “why” behind your business as often (if not more!) 
as you explain the “what”. Make sure your clients have a clear 
understanding as to why your company is the best fit for their needs as 
opposed to your competitors. Differentiating yourself is key to obtaining a 
loyal and growing customer base.  


 
2. Truly understand who your target clients are, what their situations and 


challenges are and then offer a solution. Lead into a conversation with a 
clear message as to how you can help them overcome their challenges. 
Once you have their attention, you can delve into different options and 
more specific details. 


 
3. Keep tabs on your client’s industry. What current events are taking place? 


What are some different technologies that may be relevant to your 
expanding client base? Knowing some of this information can serve as ice 
breakers or solid reasons to reach out to your clients to potentially identify 
an opportunity for incremental business for you. 


 
 
Not sure what all of this D&H Partner Services chatter is about? Partner Services 
is a FREE web resource for US customers of D&H that is designed to help 
provide you with marketing support and advertising collateral through vendor 
resources & customizable templates that you can repurpose for your clients.  
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Marketing 101: Tips and Tricks for Marketing Small Business 
 
Prospecting for new clients, growing your existing customer base, and expanding 
your services are imperative to building your business. As a D&H Partner 
Services benefit to you, here are some tips and tricks for marketing your 
business. 
 


1. When was the last time you spoke with your customer? Have you checked 
in on them lately or do you wait until they call with a problem or a need? 
Schedule follow up reminders in your calendar to check on how your last 
integration or update with them went. 


 
2. Are you part of an organization in your community that you can start to 


drop off business cards? Or, include your business contact information 
with any email correspondence you have. Maybe it’s time to add a tagline 
that encapsulates what you can do “IT Pro serving the technology needs 
of small businesses and organizations”. 


 
3. Do you have a business logo or brand that you can include in your 


estimates, quotes and/or proposals? Even if you don’t have anything 
elaborate, something as simple as changing the font style and size or 
color in your typeset business name can make a difference; including your 
business tagline here serves as reinforcement for your services and 
offerings. 


 
Not sure what all of this D&H Partner Services chatter is about? Partner Services 
is a FREE web resource for US customers of D&H that is designed to help 
provide you with marketing support and advertising collateral through vendor 
resources & customizable templates that you can repurpose for your clients.  
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Marketing 101: Tips and Tricks for Marketing Small Business 
 
Prospecting for new clients, growing your existing customer base, and expanding 
your services are imperative to building your business. As a D&H Partner 
Services benefit to you, here are some tips and tricks for marketing your 
business. 
 
It’s always great to have a reason to pick up the phone or make an office visit 
with your clients. It can help you prospect for new clientele and expand your 
existing customer base.  
 
Do you have a list or database of your existing clients or businesses that have 
purchased from you in the past? What about an active lead list? Start sending 
some “news” or “updates” about what you are up to, any new product lines you’re 
offering, or technologies of which they should be aware. It doesn’t need to be 
long, but something simple on the latest line of products that you have checked 
out and how that can help their business.  
 
Keeping in consistent contact with your clients and your prospects keeps your 
business top of mind for them and increases the probability that you will be the 
one they call when they are ready to act. While you’re at it, utilize the resources 
available to you in the Partner Services Vendor Resources to spruce up your 
communications with product images, logos, and more! 
 
Not sure what all of this D&H Partner Services chatter is about? Partner Services 
is a FREE web resource for US customers of D&H that is designed to help 
provide you with marketing support and advertising collateral through vendor 
resources & customizable templates that you can repurpose for your clients.  
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Marketing 101: Tips and Tricks for Marketing Small Business 
 
Prospecting for new clients, growing your existing customer base, and expanding 
your services are imperative to building your business. As a D&H Partner 
Services benefit to you, here are some tips and tricks for marketing your 
business. 
 
Prospecting for new business… it is one of the most efficient ways to grow 
your client base proactively and word-of-mouth has always been a great way to 
drum up new business. Offer an incentive to your existing clients for any referrals 
that they provide for you. Take it one step further and leave copies of your 
customized D&H Partner Services template with your existing clients for them to 
hand out to any businesses to which they are referring you. You will be starting 
off your relationship with a prospective new client on the right foot- both with a 
referral from someone they trust and a sleek looking handout with your contact 
information on it. 
 
Not sure what all of this D&H Partner Services chatter is about? Partner Services 
is a FREE web resource for US customers of D&H that is designed to help 
provide you with marketing support and advertising collateral through vendor 
resources & customizable templates that you can repurpose for your clients.  
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